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Introduction 
The purpose of this study is to classify images, especially dance images which are the culture of the Indonesian 

nation so that an area can recognize or identify dance images that have a lot of dances to distinguish dance images, 

the authors conducted research on dance images in order to distinguish the dances of each tribe, namely in an area, 

especially in the province of South Sulawesi, by knowing the movements and tools used by the dancers, we will be 

able to immediately know that this dance comes from a certain area. Every human being has limitations in 

understanding information, especially digital images, so the author tries to engineer the characteristics of dance 

images so that they can be understood thoroughly starting from different points of view, differences in priority 

scales, lighting differences, and object positions [1][2]. 

Convolutional Neural Network is a method that can be used to detect and recognize an object in a digital image 

and is also a branch of machine learning. Part of the input layer and output layer so that this network is called Deep 

Learning [3]. The use of Deep Learning is increasingly being used in the field of research because of its very strong 

computational factors, very large data sets, and also the techniques used are very good in object detection and object 

recognition [4]. CNN's ability is claimed to be the best model to solve the problem of object detection and object 

recognition. In 2012, Research on CNN was able to perform digital image recognition with an accuracy that rivals’ 

humans on certain datasets. However, CNN like other deep learning models has a weakness, namely the model 

training process is quite long [5]. 

The advantage of using ANN is to study the relationship between the input layer and the output layer to get the 

full hidden layer of each system built. In addition, modeling with ANN has the desired attributes and the ability to 

learn from examples without requiring explicit physical data. ANN is part of Machine Learning which is an artificial 

intelligence that aims to optimize the performance of a system by studying sample data or historical data [6]. 

ANN is widely used to solve problems related to research in the field of image detection and overall image 

processing called Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) which functions to fully connect between neurons. This MLP 

ability can be quite strong. However, this classification technique using MLP has a weakness, namely the input in 

the form of images. Images must be preprocessed, segmented, and extracted for optimal performance. Another MLP 

development that can overcome problems in object recognition is (CNN) [7]. 
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Abstract 

One of the riches of the Indonesian nation comes from the diversity of ethnicities and cultures, especially dance, which is the 

culture of the Indonesian people, starting from their ancestors until now, their authenticity is still maintained. The wrong cultural 

dance that develops, especially in South Sulawesi, which consists of four (4) ethnic groups, namely: Bugis, Makassar, Toraja 

and Mandar, which have their own dance dances from each tribe in South Sulawesi to maintain this dance. There is a need for 

collaboration between local community leaders, government and researchers, especially researchers to raise dance dances from 

the Makassar Tribe called Pakkarena dance using the Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) method to the Pakarena dance 

image in distinguishing or classifying an object on digital images with an accuracy level of 95 75%.  
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Method  
 

A. Pakarena Dance 

Before it became the current form of Pakarena dance show in Figure 1, it was known as Sere Jaga which was part 

of a community ritual ceremony before planting rice and after planting rice. Where the dancers hold a bunch of 

quality rice (rice seeds that have been selected through a ceremony) which is considered the goddess of rice. Then the 

Sere Jaga dance developed into a ritual ceremony carried out throughout the night in welcoming the rice harvest 

ceremony. These ceremonies include ammatamata jene, benteng ammata, and others. 

The existence of art in Indonesia cannot be separated from mystical stories at that time. This can also be seen in 

the arts from the South Sulawesi region, namely the Pakarena Dance. The beginning of its emergence cannot be 

predicted with certainty because there are only oral stories that are passed down from generation to generation. 

Pakarena dance originated from a myth about the separation between the inhabitants of the Land of Heaven and the 

inhabitants of the Ancient Earth. Before parting ways, Boting Langi taught the Lino people how to live, grow crops, 

raise livestock, and hunt through hand, body and foot movements. These movements then become ritual dances when 

the community expresses its gratitude to the residents. Another story mentions that the Pakarena dance is associated 

with legend as the first Somba (king) of the Kingdom of Gowa. It is said that Pakarena first appeared with Putri 

Tumanurung ri Tamalatea. According to the story, Pakarena is a companion and complement to the greatness of 

Tumanurung ri Tamalate [9]. 

 

 
Figure 1. Pakarena Dance 

 

B. Convolutional Neural Network 

The technique used in overcoming this ANN problem is used for image processing, classification and image 

grouping, in this case dance images that can directly perform image processing. ANN is an adaptive system that can 

change its structure to solve problems based on external and internal information flowing through the network. In 

other words, this technique has the ability to remember from previous experiences [10][11]. 

The artificial neural network also has several layers commonly known as Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) which 

fully connects between neurons that have strong classification capabilities. However, MLP also has some problems 

when the input is an image. Images need to be preprocessed, segmented and feature extracted for optimal 

performance to get perfect results. This can also result in MLP having too many independent parameters or 

information redundancy in its architecture. The independent parameters are derived from a formation with a full 

connection scheme between inputs and some feature maps from input values to output values [12]. 

 
𝑠(𝑔𝑝 − 𝑔𝑐)2 = ∑  𝑠(𝑔𝑝 − 𝑔𝑐)2p1

𝑝=0          (1) 

 

Where: 

p: Number of neighbors 

s: Radius of circular neighbors 

gc: Pixel center intensity value 

gp: neighbor intensity value 
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Pass-forward network 3-2-3-2; it contains three nodes in the input layer (layer 0), two nodes in the first hidden 

layer (layer 1), three nodes in the second hidden layer (layer 2), and two nodes in the output layer (layer 3). This 

network, generally with no more than four such layers, is one of the most commonly used neural networks, so some 

users identify the phrase "neural network" to mean a feed-forward network. Conceptually, nodes in a higher layer 

successively abstract higher-level features from the previous layer. In the literature on neural networks, the term “feed 

forward” is sometimes used to refer to layered or acrylic tissues [13]. 

 

V𝑘 = ∑ 𝑊𝑘𝑗𝑋𝑘𝑝

𝑗=1
         (2) 

 

 

𝑓(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑥𝑘𝑎𝑛−𝑘𝑛

𝑖=1
= ∑ (𝑛

𝑘
)𝑥𝑘𝑎𝑛−𝑘

𝑛

𝑘=0
       (3) 

 

C. Experiment Design 

This experimental design contains the movement of the Pakarena dance which includes seven movements, 

including: walking along the beach, entertaining or serving guests, Waves with a loud voice, Opening, Grounding, 

show in Figure 2. Then the dataset was tested using the MATLAB 2020 program application [14]. 

 

 

Figure 2. Experiment Design 

 

 

Results and Discussion  
The results of this discussion can be seen where the results of dance movements are carried out in real time, 

which can be seen in the dance movement model and then converted into a matrix with a diagonal value of 0 which 

is obtained in Figure 3. Then testing the image in real time by changing the diagonal value by 1 then it is obtained in 

Figure 4.  

 

Figure 3. the dance movement model and then converted into a matrix with a diagonal value of 0 

Data collection 
Data were obtained from datasets collected over the internet 

Study 
Classification of Pakarena Dance Image Using Convolutional Neural 

Network Algorithm 

Data Set Testing 
The collected datasets were then tested 
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Figure 4. the dance movement model and then converted into a matrix with a diagonal value of 1 

Based on the results and discussion above, the diagonal value of 1 in the classification of pakarena 

dance is very clear compared to the diagonal value of 0. This means that the classification of pakarena 

dance must have good lighting. 

Tabel 1. Test Results Data Testing 

Orginal Image Convolution Convolution 
Result 

Accuracy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0.3373 

 

 

 

80,15% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0.3333 

 

 

 

88,82% 

 

 

 

 

0.2824 

 

 

90,18% 
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Orginal Image Convolution Convolution 
Result 

Accuracy 

 

 

 

 

0.2235 

 

 

95.75% 

 

Based on Table 1 and Table 2 accuracy value is obtained from the first motion model when recording with low 
lighting conditions, the accuracy value is 80.15%, the second movement model with small lighting has an accuracy of 
88.82%, the third movement model with small bright lighting has an accuracy of 90.18%. While the fourth model of 
movement with bright lighting obtained an accuracy value of 95.75%. It can be concluded that the pakarena dance 
movement is dominated by bright colors to get a good accuracy value [15][16] 

Table 2. Accuracy Table 

Dance Model Recording 
conditions 

Accuracy 

Model1 

 
 

 

 

Lack of lighting 

 

 

80,15% 

Model2 

 
 

 
 

 

A little explanation 

 
 

 

88,82% 

Model3 

 

 

 

 

 

Small bright lighting 

 

 

 

90,18% 

Model 

 

 

 
 

Bright Lighting 

 
 

95,75% 

 

 

Conclusion  
By classifying dance images using the CNN method, it is able to increase the intensity of the image lighting so 

that the image can be classified using a diagonal matrix of 0 and 1. where the image with a diagonal matrix of 1 has 

brighter lighting. making it easy to classify dance images. 
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